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Presidential Election

By Calvin H. Johnson

Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney
has aggressively promised large tax cuts for the
richest taxpayers. President Obama opposes them.
Romney has simultaneously promised not to in-
crease the deficit or taxes on middle-income
earners, but he has not specified what tax loopholes
and subsidies he would target to fund his plan.

There are not enough tax subsidies to keep all of
Romney’s promises. Romney also defends some
wasteful loopholes. The Joint Committee on Taxa-
tion, which is Congress’s score keeper, says that
Romney can reduce tax rates by only about a
quarter of what he has promised if he ended every
tax subsidy.1 The nonpartisan Urban-Brookings Tax
Policy Center calls the plan ‘‘mathematically impos-
sible.’’2 David Brooks, the resident Republican col-

umnist for The New York Times, says that Romney’s
plan ‘‘cannot pass the laugh test.’’3

Still, Romney is indicating to the richest tax-
payers that he has a dream and that he believes they
pay too much tax, even if he cannot afford to fulfill
all his promises. Specifying which tax loophole or
subsidy he would eliminate would make him en-
emies and lose votes, so he avoids it.

A democracy cannot handle bad news except in a
crisis. Elections emphasize that weakness. The fed-
eral budget is running a bad-news deficit of $1.1
trillion a year.4 We are raising tax revenue that
covers only 69 percent of what we spend. For the
short term, with so much underused capacity in the
economy and with interest rates and inflation so
low, the deficits are probably doing more good than
harm. But we should be planning now, because the
deficit cannot be sustained. Deficits reduce invest-
ment in order to increase consumption, which is
bad for the long term. Deficits are borrowing, and
borrowing is dangerous in the long term.

To close the deficit, we will have to inflict pain
that will hurt real people. We also must go where
the money is, which means that the wealthiest of
our taxpayers will share in the pain.

Romney would cut tax rates for the richest tax-
payers by about a third. The top tax rates are
scheduled to rise on January 1, 2013, from the
current 35 percent to 39.6 percent. The current rates
are temporary because when they were adopted, it
was estimated that the nation could not afford to
make them permanent. The lower rates are about to
expire. Romney’s program would prevent the in-
creases from coming into effect, and it would also
reduce the current top 35 percent rate to 28 percent.
Romney would also repeal the estate tax, prevent
the scheduled increases in the capital gain tax, and
reduce corporate tax, all of which disproportion-
ately benefit the richest taxpayers. Romney would
also repeal the 4.7 percent Medicare tax on invest-
ment income before it becomes effective.5 The Rom-
ney tax rates, viewed without counting the
unspecified offsets, average $175,000 in benefits a
year for those making more than $1 million,6 or
about three times more than what the average

1Letter from Thomas A. Barthold to the Senate Finance
Committee (Oct. 11, 2012), Doc 2012-21210, 2012 TNT 199-37 (4
percent tax cut possible, dropping the top rate from 39.6 to 38
percent).

2William F. Gale, ‘‘Mitt Romney’s Tax Proposals: Under-
standing the Debate,’’ Brookings Institution (Oct. 8, 2012) (Rom-
ney’s position is akin to saying you can drive across the United
States in 15 hours without breaking the speed limit); Samuel
Brown et al., ‘‘Implications of Governor Romney’s Tax Pro-
posals,’’ Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center (Aug. 16, 2012), Doc
2012-17435, 2012 TNT 160-28.

3David Brooks, ‘‘Binders-Keepers,’’ The New York Times, Oct.
10, 2012.

4Congressional Budget Office, ‘‘Monthly Budget Review’’
(Oct. 5, 2012), Doc 2012-20849, 2012 TNT 195-50.

5Tax Policy Center, ‘‘The Romney Plan (Updated)’’ (describ-
ing the plan from the Romney campaign website with added
information from Romney campaign aides), available at http://
www.taxpolicycenter.org/taxtopics/romney-plan.cfm [herein-
after ‘‘Romney plan’’].

6Samuel Brown et al., ‘‘On the Distributional Effects of
Base-Broadening Income Tax Reform,’’ Tax Policy Center, at 5
(Aug. 1, 2012), Doc 2012-16395, 2012 TNT 149-42.
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couple makes.7 The tax cuts, without offsets, would
also add $5 trillion to the deficit in the coming
decade,8 on top of the unsustainable $1.1 trillion
annual deficit we already bear.

Romney also supports significant loopholes. He
made his fortune from carried interest received
from Bain Capital, which he reported as capital
gain. Obama would end the capital gain treatment
for compensation from carried interest.9 Romney
would not. Romney would expand loopholes using
foreign subsidiaries.10 We should be computing the
income from multinational corporations on a con-
solidated tax return. We could then negotiate with
our trading partners to see how to jointly tax that
income, but only after we have correctly computed
the consolidated income. We must be stricter about
who gets tax subsidies for so-called research. The
tax subsidies that are piled on horrific computer
games like Grand Theft Auto IV and Doom III make
that industry the most heavily tax-subsidized in the
country.11 The term ‘‘research’’ is widely honored
but nothing in the current tax definition of research
requires any benefit to America beyond the players
of those games.

Obama’s program is, by contrast, dull. He sup-
ports continuation of the ‘‘temporary’’ tax cuts for
taxpayers making less than $250,000 a year but not
for those making more. Obama would allow the
maximum tax rate to increase from 35 percent to
39.6 percent as scheduled. He would allow the
automatic rate increase on capital gains and divi-
dends to increase from 15 percent to 20 percent. He
would allow the estate tax rate to rise automatically
from 35 percent to 45 percent, and he would reduce
the estate tax exemption from $10.5 million to $7
million per couple.12 Obama’s program is not
enough to close the deficit, but it wouldn’t make it
significantly worse.

Proponents of the Romney rate cuts rely on pro-
jected economic growth, as well as the unspecified

cuts in tax subsidies. However, the responses of
work and investment to tax cuts do not provide the
dramatic improvements that proponents need. Full-
time workers put in their 40 hours of work almost
without regard to their tax rate.13 Tax cuts generally
cause savings to decrease. Target savers — that is,
people saving for tuition, retirement, or a cushion for
setbacks — react in the wrong way. If tax rates drop,
target savers can save less and party with more of
their money now, because they can reach their sav-
ings target by putting aside less money now.14 A tax
cut that increases the deficit will suck additional
savings out of the private economy and decrease
national investment.

Lower tax rates also reduce the incentive for tax
lawyers and accountants to invent loopholes and
exploit those already identified. Much of the meas-
ured response to tax changes is simply more or less
tax planning. Still, the better strategy when the
United States needs to raise revenue is to go after
the loopholes. You can simultaneously raise rev-
enue and increase the efficiency of the tax system by
hunting down loopholes.

Supply-side economists promised that the tax
cuts enacted in 1981 would be self-financing. They
were heartbroken when the rate cuts resulted in lost
revenue.15 President George H.W. Bush called the
supply-side arguments ‘‘voodoo economics.’’16 Ex-
pecting tax cuts to increase federal revenue is an
attractive myth, but it is still voodoo. To raise
revenue, given the current range of tax rates, you
need to raise taxes.

Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan
has been even more radical in giving tax cuts to the
richest taxpayers. Ryan was catapulted into the
position of vice presidential nominee because of his
roadmap, drafted when he was chair of the House
Budget Committee. The Ryan roadmap would give

7U.S. Census Bureau, ‘‘Income, Poverty and Health Insur-
ance Coverage in the United States: 2011’’ (median household
income was $50,054 in 2011).

8Romney plan, supra note 5 (finding a deficit increase of $480
billion). Taking account of behavioral responses, the Tax Policy
Center found a slightly smaller increase. Brown et al., supra note
6, at 3 (addition to deficit of $456 billion a year).

9Treasury, ‘‘General Explanations of the Administration’s
Fiscal Year 2013 Revenue Proposals,’’ at 133 (Feb. 2012), Doc
2012-2947, 2012 TNT 30-32.

10Romney plan, supra note 5 (‘‘territoriality’’).
11Calvin H. Johnson, ‘‘Capitalize Costs of Software Develop-

ment,’’ Tax Notes, Aug. 10, 2009, p. 603, Doc 2009-15569, 2009
TNT 151-9 (pretax return of 10 percent rises to 25 percent after
tax because of expensing of investments in software, the re-
search credit, and the exclusion of 9 percent of revenue).

12Eric Toder et al., ‘‘Tax Proposals in the 2013 Budget,’’ Tax
Policy Center (Mar. 15, 2012), Doc 2012-5986, 2012 TNT 56-26.

13Emmanuel Saez et al., ‘‘The Elasticity of Taxable Income
With Respect to Marginal Tax Rates: A Critical Review,’’ 50 J.
Econ. Assoc. 3 (Mar. 2012) (consensus is that the elasticity of
prime-age males’ labor to tax is close to zero).

14See, e.g., A. Lars Bovenberg, ‘‘Tax Policy and National
Saving in the United States: A Survey,’’ 42 Nat’l Tax J. 123, 128
(1989) (reviewing literature finding that high interest rates
decrease savings); Jane G. Gravelle, The Economic Effects of Taxing
Capital Income 193-197 (1994) (summarizing studies of IRAs); E.
Philip Howrey and Saul Hymans, ‘‘The Measurement and
Determination of Loanable-Funds Savings,’’ in What Should Be
Taxed: Income or Expenditure? 1, 30-31 (1980) (finding no response
to increased interest); Robert Hall, ‘‘Intertemporal Substitution
in Consumption,’’ 96 J. Pol. Econ. 339 (1988) (finding no savings
response to increased interest returns and disputing apparent
findings that savings respond positively to increased interest).

15Peter T. Kilborn, ‘‘Americans Saving Less Now Than Before
the 1981 Act,’’ The New York Times, Sept. 6, 1983, at A1.

16Robert Shodgan, ‘‘Bush Ends His Waiting Game, Attacks
Reagan,’’ Los Angeles Times, Apr. 14, 1980.
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a tax exemption to all income from capital.17 For
many years, the exemption would benefit almost
only past savings. A tax exemption for past savings
and investment cannot increase past savings and
investment because we cannot provide an incentive
for something that has already happened. More-
over, many taxpayers get their capital investment
without paying any tax on the investment. Romney
got compensation from his years at Bain Capital in
the form of carried interest, which allowed him to
pay no tax on that compensation.18 Ryan’s roadmap
would allow Romney to avoid tax both when he
received the interest and when he realized the
income. Romney’s wealth, estimated at $190 million
to $250 million, would bear tax neither when it
arose nor when it was consumed. The impact of
Ryan’s tax cuts is unfair, and the cuts will not result
in an economic rebound. The purpose seems to be
just to make rich people richer, with no quid pro
quo. The Republican platform and Romney tax
plans are not as aggressive as Ryan’s roadmap, but
Ryan’s roadmap shows where his heart is.

The wealthiest taxpayers will need to have their
taxes go up given the deficit. Wealth is held un-
evenly in this country: One-third is held by the top
1 percent, and 58 percent is held by the richest 5
percent. The poorest half of the country owns just 3
percent of its wealth.19 The tax system is mildly
progressive with regard to cash income: The top 1
percent have 18 percent of all cash income but pay
24 percent of all federal taxes.20 Cash income,
however, does a poor job of reflecting the resources
of the rich because so much of their wealth is held

in a form that does not generate realized taxable
cash income appropriate to the underlying value.

Taxable income, under our tax system, does not
reflect the standard of living of our richest taxpay-
ers. A Forbes survey estimated that the nation’s
richest 400 taxpayers paid total taxes of ‘‘barely’’ 1
percent of their wealth.21 Consistent with that find-
ing, the Romneys’ tax in 2010 was less than 1
percent of their $190 million to $250 million
wealth.22 Some do even better. Leona Helmsley
famously told her maid that ‘‘only little people pay
tax,’’23 which was merely an accurate description of
her world. According to their taxable income fig-
ures, the Helmsleys were destitute. She was mar-
ried to one of the richest real estate men in the
world, and tax shelters readily available to them
wiped out their taxable income.

Our tax system resembles a sponge with many
holes but little fiber left. Over the years, brilliant tax
planners, indifferent IRS rules, and lawmakers who
represent us have created the loopholes. There seems
to be a great rule that empires fall because their tax
systems inevitably fall apart. Aggressive reform that
targets the loopholes in the federal tax system would
do the country good. Romney at least gives lip serv-
ice to ending loopholes and tax subsidies, but to
actually do it, we will have to get specific.

It does less harm to the sum of human happiness
to take tax from the rich than from the poor. The
Little Match Girl had only her matches to keep her
alive. Tax her and she dies. Uncle Scrooge McDuck
took his income in coins that were added to swim-
ming pools of gold coins in vaults. The coins never
made for very good swimming pools, so the loss of
one would hardly be missed. If we need a dollar to
pay for the Marines or close the deficit, it is better to
take it from Uncle Scrooge than from the Little
Match Girl. That will do less harm.17Paul Ryan, ‘‘A Roadmap for America’s Future: Version 2.0’’

(Jan. 2010), Doc 2010-2100, 2010 TNT 19-31 (‘‘Eliminate Double
Taxation of Savings’’).

18Rev. Proc. 93-27, 1993-2 C.B. 343, Doc 93-6562, 93 TNT 123-7
(partnership interests with no balance sheet value — that is,
payment at immediate liquidation — have zero taxable amount
when received).

19Marco Cagetti and Mariacristina De Nardi, ‘‘Wealth In-
equality: Data and Models,’’ in 12 Macroeconomic Dynamics
285-313 (supp. 2) (2008).

20President’s Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform,
‘‘Simple, Fair, and Pro-Growth: Proposals to Fix America’s Tax
System,’’ at 30, 33 (Nov. 2005), Doc 2005-22112, 2005 TNT 211-14.

21William P. Barrett, ‘‘Unrealized Riches,’’ 172 Forbes 60 (Oct.
6, 2003).

22For the Romneys’ 2011 federal income tax return, see
http://taxhistory.tax.org/thp/presreturns.nsf/Returns/9F8169
9BC7D6DE238525798F0051C35F/$file/M_Romney_2011.pdf
($1.9 million tax paid). See also Matt Viser, ‘‘Romney’s Net Worth
Pegged at $190-$250M,’’ The Boston Globe, Aug. 13, 2011.

23‘‘Maid Testifies Helmsley Denied Paying Taxes,’’ The New
York Times, July 12, 1989, at B2.
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